Abstract: The realization that gene transcription is much more pervasive than previously thought and that many diverse RNA species exist in simple as well as complex organisms has triggered efforts to develop functionalized RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) that have the ability to probe and manipulate RNA function. Previously, we showed that the RanBP2-type zinc finger (ZF) domain is a good candidate for an addressable single-stranded-RNA (ssRNA) binding domain that can recognize ssRNA in a modular and specific manner. In the present study, we successfully engineered a sequence specificity change onto this ZF scaffold by using a combinatorial approach based on phage display. This work constitutes a foundation from which a set of RanBP2 ZFs might be developed that is able to recognize any given RNA sequence.
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OurappreciationofthediversityofRNAbiologyhasgrown dramatically over the last ten years. In particular, the advent of deep-sequencing technologies has shown that a plethora of RNA species that do not code for proteins are found in the cells of complex organisms. [1, 2] It has also become clear that the messenger RNAs of essentially all human proteins undergo alternative splicing, and therefore can code for several protein products that might display distinct functional properties. [3] Together, these RNA-centered processes have the potential to exert powerful effects in the cell. Indeed, it has already been shown that approximately 15 % of all diseases arise from problems with mRNA processing. [4] For example, specific mutations in the dystrophin gene cause Duchenne muscular dystrophy by impairing the maturation of the pre-mRNA. [5] Similarly, nonsense mutations in BRCA1 [6] and fibrillin 1 [7] cause inappropriate exon skipping and are associated with breast cancer and Marfan syndrome, respectively. Global deregulation of 3'-UTR processing has also been observed very recently in cancer, [8] cardiac hypertrophy, [9] and a range of other disorders (reviewed in Ref. [8] ). RNA is also intimately involved in infectious disease. For example, all retroviral infections require the injection of the retroviral single-stranded RNA genome into the host cell. [10] Currently, our understanding of the functions of these many thousands of RNA species is in its infancy. RNAbinding proteins with addressable specificity would, therefore, be of great value in the analysis and manipulation of cellular RNAs. Some success has already been reported with Pumilio (PUF) repeat proteins, for which a complete recognition code has been established. [11, 12] Engineered PUF domains have been combined with various effector domains to create designer splicing factors, site-specific RNA endonucleases, and RNA probes. [12, 13] However, despite the apparent simplicity of the two amino acid recognition code, a number of complications exist. For example, different RNA binding modes have been observed, thus complicating the prediction and control of sequence specificity. [14] In addition, recent studies have shown that PUF domains can interact with CPEB [15] and Ago proteins, [16] which can also lead to an alteration of their sequence specificity. [17] Finally, their highly repetitive nature and/or intrinsic physiochemistry of PUF proteins make them relatively difficult to manipulate.
Previously, we demonstrated that the RanBP2-type zinc finger (ZF) offers promise as an alternative scaffold on which to build designer single-stranded RNA-binding proteins (ssRBPs). [18] This modular ZF recognizes ssRNA in a sequence-specific manner, recognizing three nucleotides of ssRNA. [19] We assembled a tandem array of three ZFs that could recognize a specific nine-nucleotide sequence with high affinity and specificity. [18] In principle, a set of 64 variant ZFs could be designed to recognize all trinucleotide sequences, thereby providing an addressable RNA-binding platform analogous to the well-described DNA-binding ZF technology.
[20] We demonstrate herein that combinatorial selection can be used to derive a ZF variant with altered sequence specificity, thereby providing proof-of-principle that RanBP2 ZFs can serve as such a platform.
Our published structural (Figure 1 A) and biochemical data show that each of the two RanBP2 ZFs from the human protein ZRANB2 (F1 and F2) binds ssRNA with a preference for the trinucleotide GGU. [19, 21] Similarly, the RanBP2-type ZF from RBM5 binds most tightly to GGG. [21, 22] In an effort to find sequence variants that recognize different trinucleo-tides, we created a library of about 3 10 8 variants of ZRANB2-F2, in which eight residues that make direct contact with the RNA in the F2-RNA crystal structure [23] were randomized as follows: residues D43, N51, V52, R56, R57, N61, and M62 (numbering is detailed in Figure 1 B) were permitted to be any residue except for glycine and cysteine. W54, which stacks between the two guanine bases, was only allowed to be a hydrophobic residue (W, Y, F, I, H, and L) in an effort to maintain a hydrophobic interaction with the bases. The F2 variant library was created in the context of a three-ZF construct in which the variant ZF was flanked by F1 and a wild-type (WT) copy of F2 (creating F1-F2 mut -F2) and the whole construct was cloned into the vector pComb3XSS (provided by the Barbas research group). Following incorporation into the genome of filamentous M13 bacteriophage, polypeptides encoded by this library were displayed on the surface of the phage in fusion with protein pIII and used in a standard phage display panning and selection procedure. We carried out experiments to select either for variants that preferentially bound GCC or for variants that bound AAA, by using baits comprising the ninenucleotide ssRNA sequences GGUGCCGGU or GGUAAAGGU, respectively. In each case, the RNA was linked to biotin and immobilized on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. The flanking F1 and F2 ZFs and the flanking GGU sequences were included to provide register for the variant ZF (F2 mut ) and to enhance binding. During the selection process, mixtures of ssRNAs with the sequence GGUNNNGGU (where N is any nucleotide) were included to provide negative selection pressure.
Six rounds of selection and amplification were carried out. The F2 mut portion of the library for each selection was amplified by PCR and subjected to deep sequencing (Illumina Hiseq 2500) following each round of panning. Analysis of the pooled sequences using the program MERMADE [24] (see the Supporting Information) revealed strong enrichment of specific variants in the later selection rounds. This strong decrease in sequence diversity and the enrichment of particular variants in the later rounds suggested that selection had taken place (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Figure 1 C shows the most dominant sequence motif for each selection and a comparison of typical sequences with the WT F2 sequence. Besides the two most dominant variants, we chose a subset of four additional variants that were also strongly enriched in the later selection rounds for further analysis (their amino acid sequence is detailed in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). We expressed and purified the corresponding F1-F2 mut -F2 proteins and used microscale thermophoresis (MST) [25] as a first screen to assess their RNA-binding properties (variants are named by the first two of the eight selected residues; Figure 2 A).
The F1-F2 YT -F2 and F1-F2 HN -F2 variants bound more tightly to the sequence against which they were selected than they did to the "parent" sequence GGUGGUGGU (Figure 2 A) . We also tested the binding of the F1-F2 YT -F2 and F1-F2 HN -F2 variants against a different RNA (GUU and AAA, respectively) to further assess specificity. Although F1-F2 YT -F2 showed tighter binding to its AAA sequence than to GGU (72 AE 4 vs 39 AE 2 10 6 m À1 ), it showed a similarly high affinity for GUU (71 AE 6 10 6 m À1 ) and so was discounted from further analysis. In contrast, the F1-F2 HN -F2 variant bound more tightly to its cognate target (GCC) than to either GGU or AAA (9 AE 1 versus 5.2 AE 0.2 and 2.8 AE 0.2 10 6 m À1 , respectively). The difference was small but reproducible and warranted further attention. Unexpectedly, the F1-F2 VA -F2 (Figure 2 A) variant had a significantly higher affinity for GGU than did wild-type F1-F2 WT -F2 (100 AE 25 versus 25 AE 1 10 6 m À1 ); however, the affinity of F1-F2 VA -F2 for its intended site AAA sequence was not as strong (50 AE 4 10 6 m À1 ), and so this variant was not pursued. Figure 1 . A) Representation of the experimental setup used to select RanBP2 ZF variants with altered specificity, in which phage particles display members of the F1-F2 mut -F2 library on their surface. The structure of ZRANB2-F2 in complex with its target GGU sequence is shown. RNA-binding residues that were randomized in the library are shown in red. B) Amino acid sequence of the WT three-ZF construct used for phage display, RNA binding residues are highlighted in gray boxes and shown in red in the middle F2. C) Web logos indicating the most dominant consensus sequences enriched during the selection of the different target RNA sequences. Each motif was generated using the program MERMADE [24] from a subset of enriched sequences from the final round of selection (see the Supporting Information). Each amino acid present in these motifs represents one of the eight randomized residues of the middle F2 (note that they are not contiguous in the sequence-numbers are shown below the motif). The F2 WT sequence and the sequences of the F2 HN and F2 II variants are also shown. The randomized binding residues are highlighted in red.
We also noted that the binding curve for the F1-F2 HN -F2:GCC interaction showed two distinct binding events: the first (K a = 9 AE 1 10 6 m À1 ) characterized by a positive thermophoresis and the second (K a = 2.6 AE 0.1 10 6 m À1 ) exhibiting a negative thermophoresis (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). It is likely that the first binding event corresponds to the binding of the protein to its specific target site, whereas the second represents binding of the protein to either surrounding bases or to the RNA backbone. To corroborate the order of affinities observed for F1-F2 HN -F2 by MST, we used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC, Figure 2 (Figure 3 B) show very strong linear correlations, with slopes near unity, thus indicating that F2 HN takes up a fold that closely resembles that of F2 WT . This observation is consistent with our idea that the RANBP2-type ZF is very tolerant of mutagenesis, an important property for a design scaffold. We next recorded the 15 N-HSQC spectra of 200 mm F2 HN in the Figure 2 . A) Binding affinities of the WT and selected three-ZF variants F1-F2 mut -F2 with several RNA sequences. The binding affinities were measured using MST. The data points and bars represent, respectively, the means and propagated standard errors for the fits for two independent titrations; asterisks indicate that the binding affinities were not measured. Variants are named after the first two of the eight selected residues, and the target RNA that they were selected for is specified by the lower case 3-nucleotide sequence. B) ITC data for the titration of F1-F2 HN -F2 to several indicated RNA sequences. The curves represent the integrated enthalpy changes per mol of injected protein.
The fitted affinities are specified on the graphs and correspond to the mean and the propagated standard errors calculated from 2-3 independent titrations. presence of up to 1.9 molar equivalents of a ssRNA oligonucleotide with the sequence AAAGCCAAA. However, no chemical shift changes or changes in signal intensity were observed, even at the highest concentration of RNA (data not shown), which suggests that the association constant for the formation of any F2 HN -RNA complex must be less than 1 10 2 m À1 . Consistent with this conclusion, we were also unable to detect a clear interaction between F2 HN and RNA by MST.
Next, 15 N-HSQC spectra were recorded of 15 N-labeled F1-F2 HN -F2 following the addition of increasing quantities of a ssRNA with the sequence GGUGCCGGU. The intensities of a specific subset of signals from residues in F2 HN decreased more dramatically than the rest upon addition of the RNA (Figure 4) ; the observation of reductions in intensity rather than changes in chemical shift indicates that the interaction is, overall, in slow exchange on the chemical shift timescale (consistent with the measured affinity). In the flanking F1 and F2 ZFs, the identity of these residues agrees generally with published data for the F2-RNA interaction. [19] The amplitude and direction of the changes observed for F2 HN are similar to those observed for F1, which suggests that F2 HN makes comparable interactions with its target site.
How can the data on the lone F2 HN versus the same domain in a 3-ZF protein be reconciled? That is, how is F2 HN able to confer sequence specificity to the F1-F2 HN -F2 protein and yet apparently be unable to bind to RNA in isolation? We hypothesized that the answer might lie in the changes in conformational entropy that take place when a complex is formed. For F2 HN alone, it is only the interactions made by the domain with RNA that can offset the considerable entropic penalty of binding, and it appears that they are insufficient to do so to the level that we might observe an interaction. In the context of F1-F2 HN -F2, however, F2 HN is anchored on both sides by ZFs that also make interactions with the RNA, thereby giving F2 HN the "opportunity" to make sequencespecific interactions with its GCC target sequence without having to pay such a large entropic price.
On the basis of this hypothesis, we predicted that a three-ZF protein with the order of the domains switched (F1-F2-F2 HN ) would be less discriminating in its RNA-binding activity, because the F2 HN domain was only "guided" on one side (Figure 5 A) . We therefore expressed and purified F1-F2-F2 HN and measured its affinity for GGUGGUGCC and GGUGGUGGU by ITC (Figure 5 B) . Consistent with our hypothesis, the ability of this protein to distinguish the two RNAs was diminished (K a = 1.01 AE 0.11 and 0.34 AE 0.04 10 6 m À1 , respectively-a threefold discrimination power rather than the fivefold observed for F1-F2 HN -F2). It is also noticeable that the affinity of F1-F2-F2 HN for GGUG-GUGCC is significantly lower than that of F1-F2 HN -F2 for GGUGCCGGU. This observation suggests that both the sequence-discrimination properties and the binding efficiency of F2 HN are position-dependent. Currently, however, we do not understand the basis for this change in affinity, although we speculate that it might also be related to changes in conformational entropy that occur upon binding.
We have created a combinatorial library of RanBP2-type ZF domains in an effort to select variants with distinct RNAbinding preferences. Our data show that the F2 HN variant can successfully discriminate the sequence GCC over GGU and AAA. However, this discrimination is only observed in the context of a three-ZF polypeptide, and negligible binding of F2 HN alone to RNA is observed. On the other hand, we were able to select variants (such as F2 VA and F2 YT ) with higher affinities for RNA, but which lost their ability to discriminate different target sequences. These data highlight the trade-off between specificity and affinity that is not only at the heart of protein engineering efforts of this type but also a cornerstone of biology. We hypothesise that other classes of proteins (and . The bars within a group correspond to the integrated intensities measured in the absence (white) and presence of 1.3 molar equivalents of RNA (black). The integrated signal intensity was measured for each residue of F1 (top), F2 HN (middle), and F2 (bottom). Amino acids predicted to contact RNA on the basis of the crystal structure or showed significant changes in the NMR chemical shifts in published titration experiments [19] are indicated in bold and underlined.
Angewandte
Chemie other molecules) that use modular domains connected by flexible linkers to bind a target molecule will display similar properties. That is, domains positioned at the end of a modular array will display less selectivity than internally positioned modules. This idea has broad implications across biology and drug design. To our knowledge, these are some of the first data to demonstrate that domain ordering dictates the discrimination ability of modules in a multidomain protein.
Although on one hand it might appear that the affinity of the F2 HN domain is therefore too low to be useful, it is clear that the domain imparts sequence specificity. It is worth noting that DNA-binding classical ZF domains, one of the greatest success stories of protein engineering, [26] have never been demonstrated to bind to DNA as individual domains; they are employed only as 3-6 domain proteins, with each domain providing specificity but only a small contribution to affinity. F2 HN represents an important milestone in the design of sequence-specific RNA-binding modules based on ZF domains, as proof of principle that the specificity of these domains can be successfully altered.
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